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Abstract 

Quality of the software can be enhanced by exhaustive and error prone testing however 

one cannot guarantee the working program is a defect free program. One of the suitable solutions 

is to focus inspection on those regions where the faults are more prevalent termed as error prone 

regions. This paper presents a strategy for detecting error prone path using genetic algorithm 

where the paths are represented as a weighted connected matrix and a maximum weighted path is 

considered as error carrier path. These paths are later sorted and selected on priority base for 

texting and inspection process. 

Keywords: software quality assurance, testing, error prone path, genetic algorithm, weighted 

matrix 

1. Introduction  

Most of the software quality assurance approaches present today rely on the expert intuition and 

also focus on entire software program which is unfeasible. One cannot guarantee that the tested 

program may contain an error; this is due to the faults of experts and their approach. However 

there is not much knowledge about the location of the errors. So it is necessary to develop a 

quantitative approach for identifying the most common error prone regions so that these regions 

are given priority during the testing process.   

During the past three decades the length of the software code is dramatically increased to the 

involvement of different applications and features, so reliability of these programs is of great 

concern. Musa, in [1] defines the reliability as “the probability of failure free operation of a 

computer program for a specified time in a specified environment”. So the real time software 

requires higher software reliability. According to Jorgensen in [2] software quality is identified 

by a set of quality factors like the user satisfaction as well as errors or unexpected behavior of the 

software and concludes that the quality factors will be required to ensure standardization. 
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Stavrinoudis et al in [3] points that addressing quality issues later in the software development 

cycle is lot more expensive than addressing them early. Moses in [4] suggests  that standards 

such as ISO 9001 emphasize that user opinions has to be integrated in to quality measurements 

and the subjective nature of quality measures need attention and further argues that software 

quality is viewed as component with many attributes; some of which are subjective and reflect 

the opinions of end users. Chin and Lyu in [5] considered two kinds of software testing resource 

allocation problems. The first is to minimize the number of faults given a fixed amount of testing 

effort later is to minimize the amount of testing effort spent on remaining faults. This paper 

focuses on strategic approach  and attributes of weights to software paths by representing them 

as weighted connectivity matrix and a Genetic algorithm is applied to the paths with a strategy to 

find the optimal path. This paper is organized as follows 

2. System Model  

Any software growth model suffers from following problems  

i. Testing covers only a portion of the software   

ii. Exponential time is required for all testing paths 

iii. The cost effectiveness is compromised because the process might not sufficient to 

conduct the test 

iv. There is no such algorithm defined so far to partition a part of the code and prioritize the 

most error prone regions.  

From above four points it is evident that there is a need to identify the parts of code with highest 

probability of error in an efficient way. In this paper this strategy is solved with the help of 

Genetic algorithm[6]. 
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Figure 1: Structure of the proposed system model 

In order to apply the proposed system structure as shown in figure 1, the software must be 

converted from source code to a connectivity matrix for purpose automating the search for the 

most potentially error prone regions. For this a parser is used to convert source code into source 

of errors weighted connectivity matrix which is suitable for searching operations.  In the second 

phase the header files are tokenized and white space are removed the results are shown in below 

table    

Before After 

#include<string.h> 

struct VNODE* 

{ 

int age; 

}; 

int test(int,int); 

VNODE* 

createNode(VNODE*); 

#include<string.h>struct VNODE* {int age;};int 

test(int,int);VNODE* createNode(VNODE*); 

 

Following the above process a dictionary is generated. Each function name in the library file is 

stored in a vector named “dictionary” and only the functions in the dictionary will be evaluated. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: structure of line of code and source of errors 

The source of errors is calculated per line of code in a function which is achieved by running 

through the line of code vector in each function. The source of error in a line can be calculated 

using the below equation  

Function name 

Line of code Source of 

errors 
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𝑠𝑜𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐 = (𝑠𝑜𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑠) + (𝑠𝑜𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠) + (𝑠𝑜𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑔𝑒𝑏𝑟𝑎) + (𝑠𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑠) + (𝑠𝑜𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛)

+ ⋯ . (𝑠𝑜𝑒𝐼/𝑜) 

SOE (source of errors) as a basis for path calculation all the loops and conditions are reduced to 

one statement that is either executed or not. In the case of complex conditional branch the branch 

which has the soe is treated as a one branch. The output of the parser is the connectivity matrix 

whose weights are being examined. This matrix is feed to genetic algorithm for further 

evaluation[7]. 

The GA was designed and coded from scratch using variable length GAs, there are two major 

problems in this environment (i) Variable length chromosomes (ii) Local minima. In this work 

variable length chromosomes were considered to balance the number of chromosomes this 

achieved by padding them with a representation splitting it into two valid and invalid. After the 

crossover and mutation phase an evaluation stage determines whether a chromosome has 

undergone change or not. There are certain rules are followed in splitting these chromosomes 

like if a gene within the chromosome is invalid then a slip occurs and it is set to second. After the 

second gene is examined if it found to be invalid path then the remaining chromosomes are made 

invalid[8].  

For a GA to produce validated results it is important to use certain strategies that are efficient for 

the case and data involved. To attain this, set of symmetric experiments were required to 

compare the efficiency of GA strategies are must. This may include gene mutation, chromosome 

cross-over and evaluation. 

Algorithm for SOE using variable length GA 

Load structure Matrix, SOE matrix, coverage percentage, average path length 

While (coverage percentage do not met)do 

Path   select path with GA 

Area for evaluation add path for evaluation 

Structure Matrix, SOE Matrix trim path from environments 

end  

 

select path with GA 

set cross over probability ,mutation probability, selection Type, population size Cross over Type 

population  initialize random population  

pathfittest Chromosome  
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converge evaluate population  

while (population not converged and generation less than 1000) 

increment generation 

parents select parent for mating  

population  cross over (parents, population cross over probability )  

population mutate (parents, population mutation probability ) 

path fittest chromosome 

converge evaluate population  convergence (population) 

end 

return path 

 

3. Experimental results  

Table below project depicts the strategies that were used for genetic algorithm in this work  

Strategy  Variable type 

1-6 ,13-30 Cross over probability=0.7 

7-12 Cross over probability=0.8 

1-12,19-30 Mutation probability=1/path length 

13-18 Mutation probability=1/path length+6 

1-18 Population=10 

19-24 Population=20 

25-30 Population=30 

1-3,7-9,13-15,19-21 Selection type=roulette wheel 

4-6,10-12,16-18,22-24 Selection type=binary tournament 

1,4,7,10.13.16.19.22.25.28 Crossover type=single point 

2,5,8,11,14,17,20,23,26,29 Cross over type=two point 

3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24,27,30 Cross over type=uniform 

 

In order to obtain the most effective algorithms for searching the domain initial experiments 

were conducted on small environments. These experiments were conducted in comparing the GA 
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with depth first search algorithm. The results tabulated are obtained under 50 trails of each 

search algorithm, when compared with algorithm GA is attaining lower processing time than 

DFS but in effectiveness DFS is superior since the GA suffers from local minima problem[9,10]. 

 

Figure 3: Search comparison performance  

 

Figure 4: Time comparison of DFS and proposed GA 

4. Conclusion  

The major point to notice is the average search time for the deep first search algorithm which 

consumes 300 times more than the GA approach. As the DFS approach is exhaustive as the size 
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of search increases the space increases so does the time which is overcome by the GA approach. 

However, the effective is limited to GA as it gets trapped for estimating the local minima under 

small environments. This paper presented a GA based error path identification which is useful in 

enhance the reliability of software. From the experiments it is found that decreasing the mutation 

probability increases the overall effectiveness of GA by 12%. However, the average 

effectiveness is increased by 9 %when using with increased cross over rate.  
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